We analyze neutrino oscillations in a thought experiment in which neutrinos are produced by electrons on target nuclei. The neutrinos are detected through charged lepton production in their collision with nuclei in detector. Both the target and the detector are assumed to be crystals. The neutrinos are described by propagators. We find that different neutrino mass eigenstates have equal energies. We reproduce the standard phase of oscillations and demonstrate that at large distance from the production point oscillations disappear. *
Introduction
Neutrino properties are of great interest for particle physics, astrophysics and cosmology. One of the main sources of information about neutrinos is an investigation of neutrino oscillations. Although a great many of papers on neutrino oscillations were published, there is still no common point of view on this phenomenon. One way to study neutrino oscillations is to consider neutrinos in the framework of the standard plane-wave description. Such an approach neglects effects which concern production and detection of neutrinos and demands choosing between two scenarios: 1) equal momentum scenario (see papers by Gribov and Pontecorvo [1] and by Fritzsch and Minkovski [2] ), 2) equal energy scenario (see papers by Lipkin [3] and Stodolsky [4] as well as by Kobzarev et al. [5] and Grimus and Stockinger [6] ). In ref. [6] neutrino was created in β-decay of a neutron localized at point P and detected through its interaction with an electron localized at point D. In refs. [5] and [7] the authors considered neutrino produced by an electron beam on the target nucleus A and detected through its interaction with the nucleus B of the detector. The whole process looked as (see Fig. 1 )
where l is a lepton (e, µ or τ ), while C and D are recoil nuclei. In ref. [7] the nuclei A and B were supposed to be unconfined in a gaseous target/detector and described by wave packets; the electron wave function was also assumed to be a wave packet.
In this article we investigate a thought experiment similar to that considered in ref. [7] but with nuclei A and B bound in crystals. We use the rigorous quantum field theory approach (Feynman diagram with neutrino propagators) to achieve the following goals: 1) to show that in the case under consideration equal energy scenario takes place, 2) to reproduce the standard form of the oscillation phase, 3) to integrate over the phase space of the final particles in order to obtain the probability of the process, 4) to demonstrate that oscillations disappear at large distances from the production point, 5) to investigate corrections due to non-zero temperature and to show that they are not essential for the range of temperatures at which crystals may exist.
One of the reasons to write this paper is that in the year 2004 in the most authoritative particle physics review of Particle Data Group the so-called "equal momentum scenario" was chosen to describe neutrino oscillations [8] . We think, following Vysotsky [9] , that though this approach gives the standard result, it is not self-consistent and thus misleading: neutrinos produced at point A (by electron) would not have a definite (electronic) flavor, but their flavor would oscillate with time at point A.
In the case of solid state detector with stationary nuclei the neutrino energy is determined by energy conservation for the interaction in the detector and does not depend on neutrino masses. This conforms with the point of view of Lipkin [3] . Contrary to that the momentum cannot have a certain value because of the uncertainty relation for spatially localized nuclei.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we derive the amplitude for the process (1) and obtain the oscillation phase. In section 3 we integrate modulus of the amplitude squared over the momenta of the final nuclei and over the energy of the final lepton. In sections 2 and 3 the temperature is supposed to be zero. In section 4 the case of non-zero temperature is considered. Our main results are summarized in section 5. Appendix contains derivation of factors which suppress oscillations at large distances. 2 Nuclei bound in crystals at zero temperature
In this section we follow the lines (and the notations) of ref. [7] . The difference is in the initial wave functions of the target and detector nuclei: they are stationary in this article while in ref. [7] they were represented by wave packets. Consider neutrino production by electron e on a target nucleus A of mass M A . Then the neutrino collides with nucleus B of mass M B in a detector and produces charged lepton l (see Fig. 1 ) .
The electron neutrino ν e produced on nucleus A is a superposition of three neutrino mass eigenstates: ν e = j U ej ν j , where ν j is a state with mass m j , U is a unitary mixing matrix, the first and second indices of which denote flavor and mass eigenstates, respectively. The detection of the neutrino by means of its interaction with B results in the projection of three propagating neutrino states onto the final flavour state ν l = j U lj ν j .
The amplitude of the process (1) is given by the following equation:
where A j is the amplitude for a given neutrino state of mass m j 1 :
Here Ψ a are wave functions of particles a; G j is the Green function of j-th mass eigenstate of neutrino, and
There exists a vast literature in which not only incoming but also outgoing particles are described by wave packets (see review by Beuthe [10] ). We describe the electron by a wave packet, the initial nuclei A and B -by stationary wave functions, while the outgoing particles -by plane waves as representatives of a complete set of orthogonal states.
We assume that the initial nuclei A and B are bound in crystals and their wave functions are energy eigenstates localized near central point x A and x B , respectively, with the uncertainty of the order of crystal spacing a A,B . Their wave functions are taken as a product:
where a = A, B and E a is the energy of nucleus in the potential of a crystal cell, which is equal to the difference of M a and binding energy. The Fourier transform of ψ a (x), which we need in what follows, is
By assumption, nuclei A and B are at rest and thus K(q a ) is centered near q a = 0 with uncertainty σ a ∼ a −1 a . The wave function of the incident electron is taken as a wave packet:
where E e (q e ) = q 2 e + m 2 e , the Fourier amplitude K e (q e − p e ) is centered near q e = p e with uncertainty σ e , and the maximum of the envelope of the packet is at the point x e at the moment t = 0.
According to the measurements of Novosibirsk group (Pinaev et al., [11] , [12] ), which used an undulator at electron storage ring, σ e > 0.7 × 10 −6 eV = (30 cm) −1 . The theoretical analysis of this data and the mechanism of reduction of the wave packet of a relativistic charged particle by emission of a photon has been performed by Faleev [13] . (For the general theory of wave packets see lectures by Glauber [14] .) As for the upper bound on σ e , it is smaller then 10 −3 E e for an electron accelerator according to the PDG ( [15] , pp.239-241).
For the wave functions of the outgoing particles we can take any complete and orthogonal set of functions, the most convenient would be just plane waves:
where c = C, D, l. It is clear that fermionic nature of neutrino (as well as of e and l) is not essential in the problem at high enough energies, therefore we replace the neutrino Green function by the Green function of a scalar particle of mass m j , where j enumerates neutrino mass eigenstates, j = 1, 2, 3. Thus:
We integrate in (3) over (t 1 + t 2 ) and (t 2 − t 1 ) using
and obtain
where
and
The delta-function in eq.(10) corresponding to the energy conservation for the whole process appears due to integration over (t 1 + t 2 ).
We would like to emphasize that the energy ω of the virtual neutrino does not depend on j. The energy ω is determined by energy conservation at point B. Due to stationarity of nuclei B, D and lepton l (see eqs. (4) and (7)) the energy ω is the same for all neutrino mass eigenstates.
Note that e ik j |x 1 −x 2 | is the only factor in eq. (10) which depends on j and leads to massdependent effects such as oscillations. Since the initial nuclei A and B are in the potential wells, they are well localized near the points x A and x B , respectively; therefore the integrand in eq. (10) is essentially different from zero if |x 1 − x A | a A and |x 2 − x B | a B . Hence the effective range of integration over x 1 and x 2 is limited by ||x 1 − x 2 | − |x A − x B || a, where a A ∼ a B ∼ a. Furthermore, k j differs slightly from ω, so we may expand
In what follows we introduce the following notation:
Then
Lattice spacing a is of order of 10 −8 cm. As for the ω (which is roughly equal to the electron energy), it can vary depending on the beam energy of the accelerator which produces electrons. Let us take, for example, ω = 1 GeV. This energy is sufficient for muons to be created in the detector. If we take 3 eV as the upper bound for neutrino mass we get am 2 j /(2ω) < 10 −12 , hence the j-dependent correction in brackets in eq. (14) can be neglected, and we obtain from eqs. (10) and (14):
We see that e ik j x AB is the only j-dependent factor in eq. (15), which means that the phase difference between A i and A j has the following form :
There is no term, containing energy difference, in the right-hand side of eq.(16). This results from equality of energies of different neutrino mass eigenstates, emphasized earlier.
The form of the phase in eq. (16) allows to resolve the problem "equal energy vs equal momentum" in favor of equal energy scenario.
From eqs. (12) and (16) we obtain the standard expression:
where δm 2 ij ≡ m 2 i − m 2 j . To integrate over x 1 and x 2 in eq. (15) we take into account that a A , a B ≪ x AB , and hence we can use the expansion
From eqs. (18) and (15) we obtain (up to a constant phase factor):
As follows from eq.(20) and the expressions for the wave functions presented above, the amplitude is a function of the vector n, neutrino mass, m j , energies of the initial nuclei, E A and E B , central momentum of the incoming electron p e , and momenta of the final particles
In the next section we will use an explicit formula for the amplitude A j (eq.(20)) in the case of certain simple expressions for the crystal potential and for the wave packet of the electron. We assume that the electron is described by one-dimensional Gaussian wave packet with definite direction e = p e /|p e |, that is dq e = δ q e |q e | − e |q e | 2 d|q e | dΩ e (21)
We also assume that the potential is an oscillator near the center of the crystal cell and a constant at large distances from this point. Furthermore we consider the initial nuclei in the ground states in their crystal cells:
where a = A, B. After integration over q e in eq. (20) by using delta-function in the integrand of eq.(20) and delta-function in eq.(21) we obtain
and q
Thus introduced q 0 e coincides with p e = |p e | within σ e .
Integration over phase space
In this section we integrate the probability of the process (1) over the phase volume of the final nuclei and over the energy of the final lepton, assuming explicit form of the crystal potential and of the electron wave packet (see the end of the previous section). We demonstrate that due to the neutrino energy dispersion the oscillations are suppressed at large distances. We think that this result is valid for arbitrary shapes of wave packets. We consider a situation when only the direction of the final lepton is measured, while its energy is not measured and final nuclei are not registered 2 . Thus we are interested in the differential probability for the final lepton to be detected in the solid angle dΩ l :
Here p l ≡ |p l |; p C , p D and p l are the momenta of the final nuclei and the final lepton, correspondingly, and
We interpret the electron detection as ν e survival, and µ or τ detection as ν µ or ν τ appearance, respectively.
From eq.(24) we get:
Here we delete inessential factors 1/(4π) 2 and (E 0 e q 0 e ) 2 . In what follows to simplify formulas we take
where p e ≡ |p e |. We calculate P ij , defined by eq.(28), in the Appendix for two cases:
2. Small σ e : σ e ≪ σ p e M .
We assume that vectors e and n have a substantially nonzero angle between them and the module of their difference is of order of unity. We present the results in the form 3
where L osc ij ≡ 2E ν /δm 2 ij , and, in our case,
(see eq.(A.30)), while for the second case (33)
(see eq.(A.41)). The origin of the above suppression is neutrino energy dispersion, on which the oscillation length depends. A rather lengthy way to derive eqs.(34)-(36) is given in the Appendix.
A simple qualitative estimate of the suppression, based on consideration of two particle reaction e + A → ν + C, will be presented in ref. [16] .
It is interesting to note that the suppression length for large σ e (the first case) is equal to that which arises due to spatial separation of the neutrino wave packets with different m j , and hence different velocities, in the case when neutrinos are described not by a propagator, but by a wave function (see Dolgov et al. [16] , Nussinov [17] , Kayser [18] and Dolgov [19] ).
As for the case of vanishingly small σ e , there is no separation of neutrino wave packets considered in refs. [16] - [19] , but suppression exists due to virtual neutrino energy dispersion.
Let us end up this section by considering a toy model of two neutrino flavours (ν e and ν µ , for definiteness). In this case from eqs.(27) and (34) we easily find
where l ≡ p l p l , U e1 = cos θ, U e2 = sin θ and the factor W (l) does not depend on the lepton flavour l in the limit of ultra-relativistic final leptons. 3 The exponential character of suppression arises from the Gaussian form of the initial wave functions in p-space. 4 Quite often L osc is defined as 4πE ν /δm 2 .
Nuclei bound in crystals at non-zero temperature
Now we show that for a non-zero temperature the results do not essentially change. In this case we cannot assume nuclei wave functions in crystal cells to be stationary. A general expression for the wave functions of the initial nuclei is the following:
where n enumerates the states with definite energies E n A,B , while C n A,B is the amplitude of probability to measure energy E n A,B in the state with wave function Ψ A,B (x, t). Using the linearity of amplitudes with respect to initial wave functions we obtain
where for convenience we define the two-dimensional index m ≡ (n 1 , n 2 ), C m ≡ C Since we consider the case of a thermal equilibrium, we have to average
B . After averaging we obtain
We see that taking temperature into account results in a simple averaging of P ij over different stationary initial states weighted with e −Em/T , which is a common case in statistical mechanics. Such a correction does not result in any observable effect due to the smallness of thermal energy T compared with ω. Indeed,
where ω corresponds to the case of zero temperature (ground states, n 2 = 0):
We see that the correction is essential if x AB ∼ (ω/T )L osc ∼ 10 10 L osc for ω = 1 GeV, T = 300 K. In the previous section it was shown that at such distances oscillations are washed out. Thus we may safely neglect this correction and recover to the standard expression (17).
Conclusions
1.Our calculations explicitly confirm the equal energy scenario, advocated by Lipkin and Stodolsky (see text after eqs. (11) and (16)). 2.The oscillation phase has its standard form, see eq.(17). 3. When integrated over the phase volume of the final nuclei and over the energy of the final lepton, the oscillating term in the probability of the process under consideration vanishes exponentially at the distances L sup = (2p e /σ e )L osc for large σ e , and L sup ∼ (M/σ)L osc ij for small σ e including plane wave limit for electron; see eqs.(35) and (36). 4. For non-vanishing temperature T the standard expression for the phase difference is valid up to correction ∼ (T /ω).
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Appendix A
General formulas
The aim of this Appendix is to integrate P ij given by eq.(30) over the phase space of nuclei C and D and over the energy of the final lepton l:
In what follows for simplicity we consider an ultra-relativistic electron:
where E 0 e and q 0 e are defined by eqs. (25) and (26). We assume that the target and the detector contain the same nuclei:
The Appendix consists of six parts. In part 1 (eqs.(A.1)-(A.13)) we make no special assumptions about the width σ e of the electron wave packet. In parts 2 and 3 (eqs.(A.14)-(A.30)) the case of a relatively broad electron wave packet is considered: Taking into account eq.(A.3) and omitting pre-exponential factor in eq.(30), we get:
where E 0 e is defined by eq.(25).
As
Here θ is the angle between p C and E 0 e e − ωn, while dp
In this Appendix p C and p D denote modules of three-vectors p C and p D , respectively. Let us integrate over θ first:
It is evident that I 1 is not singular at zero angle α(e, n) between neutrino and electron. Still we assume that vectors e and n have a substantially nonzero angle between them and the module of their difference is of order of unity, that is and thus we may neglect the second term in the curly brackets in eq.(A.11).
As was mentioned in the body of the text, the suppression of oscillations is a consequence of dispersion of neutrino energy. For α(e, n) = 0 and large σ e the suppression length is given by eq.(35) because electron energy spread coincides with that of neutrino.
If we consider now the case of very small σ e , the suppression governed by nuclear σ becomes dominating. Let us assume, for simplicity, that m e = 0 and nucleus C does not interact with the crystal. For zero angle production of neutrino the momentum of the nucleus C is equal to zero up to σ, while its energy does not exceed the value of the order of σ 2 /M , 5 We could have defined ω not by eq.(11) for vertex B, but by energy conservation at vertex A. However, the oscillation phase still would not depend on momentum of nucleus C. and hence neutrino energy equals E e up to this value. We omit the derivation noting only that the suppression length in this case is very large:
2. Large σ e , integration over p C .
Now we consider the case of relatively broad electron wave packet. We assume that the first exponent in the curly brackets is much sharper than one which is out of the brackets, and cuts out the effective region of integration. The condition under which one can make such assumptions will be obtained further (see eq.(A.17) ).
The dominant exponent (the first in the curly brackets) has a maximum when
Note that E 0 e is "chosen" by global conservation of energy (eq. (25)), and hence depends on E C .
Let us denote the solution of this equation as E 0 C . It has the sense of the most probable value of E C . Evidently p 0
For non-vanishing values of the angle α(e, n) defined above p 0 C ≈ |p e − ωn| ∼ p e . Here and in what follows the sign "∼" means "is of the order of magnitude".
We expand f (E C ) up to the third order in (E C − E 0 C ):
Taking into account that p 0 C ∼ p e we estimate the derivatives: 
Note that the integrand in I 1 is not vanishingly small if
and thus taking into account eq.(A.17) we may estimate the essential range of E C − E 0 C : 
and, after integration:
(A.23)
3. Large σ e ; integration over p D and E l .
First we integrate eq.(A.8) over the angle between p D and ωn − p l and obtain:
Assuming that the angle between vectors n and l ≡ p l /p l satisfies the inequality
we disregard the second exponent in the curly brackets in eq.(A.24).
To integrate over E D and E l we introduce
Expanding all functions of E D and E l in the exponents in eq.(A.24) around the most probable values E 0 D and E 0 l , which are solution of the equation
we obtain from eq.(A.24)
Taking into account that λ ∼ 1 we may integrate over E D and E l in eq.(A.28):
where we use eqs.(A.26) and (A.27) which define E 0 D and E 0 l .
4.
Small σ e ; integration over p C .
Let us now consider the case of small σ e , that is
The integration will be mainly carried out as for the case of large σ e . The first exponent in eq.(A.11) has a sharp maximum when
As before, E 0 C has the sense of the most probable value of E C . We would like to emphasize that the definition of E 0 C here is different from one which is for the case of large σ e (see eqs.(A.14) and (A.32)). To estimate the contribution of the first exponent in the curly brackets in eq.(A.11) it is convenient to use the function f (E C ) defined in eq.(A.14).
Expanding f (E C ) near E 0 C to the first order of ∆E C ≡ E C − E 0 C we obtain for I 1 from eq.(A.11): where q A = p C + ωn − p e , q B = p l + p D − ωn, and as previously we assume the nuclei to be in the oscillator-like potential. We use (δ(E in − E f in )) 2 = T δ(E in − E f in ), (A.43) where T is a duration of the experiment, to square the delta-function in eq.(A.42), and obtain the probability normalized per unit of time: 
